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BOARD OF ARBITRATION
Case No. USS-7461-S

February 5, 1971

ARBITRATION AWARD
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
Gary Works
and
UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA
Local Union No. 3061
Grievance No. SGa-69-P-4
i®£t; Performance of Bargaining Unit Duties by Supervisors
Statement of the Grievance: "I, Ernest Everett, request the company to
cease and desist from doing our bargaining unit work.
"On June II, 1969 two men were called from Tin Mill Gate to
service an ambulance call. During their absence, a supervisor
filled in for them at the Tin Mill Gate. On June 18, 1969. two men
called from Tin Mill Gate to service an ambulance call. During
their absence, a supervisor and excluded personnel doing union
eligible work. The Union reserves the right to enlarge on the
statements.
"Supervision to cease and desist from doing our work. "
Sgjevance Data:
Grievance Filed
Step 2 Meeting
Appeal to Step 3
Step 3 Meeting
Appeal to Step 4
Step 4 Meeting
Appeal to Arbitration
Scheduled Hearing

June 19, 1969
June 23, 1969
June 24, 1969
June 27, 1969
July 21, 1969
August 28, 1969
October 28, 1969
April 30, 1970

^SBfoact Provisions Involved: Sections I, 2, 9, and 13 of the August I, 1968
Agreement.
St

^jment of the Award: The grievance is sustained.

Case No. USS-7461-S
DISCUSSION AND DECISION
On two occasions when plant guards were responding to ambu
lance calls, their places were taken by supervisors. The work done by
the supervisors consisted of handling time cards and directing vehicular
traffic. The time involved on each occasion was about one hour and fifteen
Minutes. While the plant guards were taking employees to the plant
° s pital, the supervisors covered the guard posts.
The Company does not deny the occurrences, but defends its
on several grounds:
(a) There is no contractual basis for the grievance.
The contract does not prohibit supervisors from
performing bargaining unit work.
(b) It would be impractical to call out a man for only one
hour's work with no way of knowing when he would be
needed.
(c) Emergencies are involved.
(d) The case is diminimus.
°Wever, the Company states that they will make the necessary scheduling
a n ges to prevent it from happening again.

a ctions

The Union apparently is not satisfied with this, and requests that
clear direction issue from the board.
,,

The Company asserts that the P & M Labor Agreement, in contrato the Plant Protection Agreement, contains specific and
e x press prohibitions against supervisors performing work normally
j e r ^° r nied by members of the bargaining unit. (2-A3 P & M Agreement),
may b e argued that such a prohibition is implicit in the preamble to the
ant Protection Agreement which designates the Union to be the exclusive
ective bargaining agent of employees as defined in Section 2. Section 2
I includes guards among several other categories of employees. It
U s t also be noted that the Union, as collective bargaining agent, has
j ®T. ee< ^ o n a r ate and job description for the plant guards, which also
^ icates an intention to reserve the work of this job to members of the
gaining unit represented by the Union.
l s tinction

o
In the light of the Company's ultimate determination to discontinue
r
a
c
alf ^ ti C e > it is unnecessary in this case to go beyond a statement that
e gations of supervisors doing bargaining unit work under the Plant
^otection Agreement may present a more complex problem than similar
Rations under the P & M Agreement. It is true that the Company will
to make scheduling changes and incur additional expense to ensure
i^ a i n s t a r e P e a t
this situation. This consideration, of course, may not,
and of itself, defeat an otherwise valid grievance.
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AWARD
The grievance is sustained.
Findings
° am^Award reconjmended
recommended

b\
This is a decision of the
Board of Arbitration, recommended
in
accordance with Section 7-J of the
A ~eement.
S^ester Garrett, Chairman
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McGury, Arbitrator A

